Entry Level Positions are available across Fleet Support Community at both our Bettis and Knolls Sites.

Power Plant Electrical Systems Engineers are at the center of NNL’s mission to support U.S. Navy’s Nuclear Propulsion Program.

In this position, our engineers:

• Build on their Electrical/Computer engineering knowledge and develop Systems Engineering skills to provide effective system troubleshooting and support

• Develop and maintain a deep understanding of the operation of a typical naval nuclear power plant and the functions of reactor instrumentation and control systems

• Interact directly with the Fleet to assess problems and provide emergent support

• Utilize laboratory capabilities to test shipboard system and component revisions and troubleshoot issues

A single job posting opens the door to all these positions

< Scan Here To Apply Today!
or visit: https://navalnuclearlab.energy.gov/careers/ and Search on Keyword 30294

Questions?: Contact the Hiring Coordinator: Ravi.Shivnath@unnpp.gov